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Details of Visit:

Author: lufthansa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 14 Jul 2015 14:30
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hot And Sexy Valery
Website: http://www.hotescortvalery.com
Phone: 07747164331

The Premises:

Nice clean studio flat within 5 minutes walk of South Kensington tube station. Questionable
soundproofing.

The Lady:

Well what can I say. 6 ft 1in without heels which is very close to my 6ft 2in. Everything in perfect
proportion with a remarkable body. Beautiful tits (sorry I was so overawed by them Valery but they
really are nice!). Exactly as photographs on her website. Excellent English - both written (in the
emails before appointment) and verbal. Very good communication leading up to the meeting.

The Story:

Nice reception and welcome kiss (and formal handshake) with a drink offered on arrival. Very
businesslike! Took care of the paperwork - had a brief "get to know you" session and then a shower
before getting down to some action. Comprehensive (deep) oral skills were demonstrated and then
a switch to cowgirl to complete round 1. There then followed some recuperation with a semi-heavy
discussion of the Ukrainian political situation before round 2 commenced. Reverse oral and a flip
into missionary. I had planned to then flip to doggie but the close contact and DFK with the
missionary did it for me to completion. And then the time was up.
Valery invites responsible noise control as the soundproofing in her flat is questionable. This might
be a problem if you are the sort who puts the decibel meter in overload but it's fine if you can bury
your head in her pillows or somewhere else when the time is right.
The good news is that there is so much more to be discovered here. I know that there are more oral
delights to sample and for sure there are many other positions to try. So now I need to make
another appointment. I think it is going to require multiple visits before everything on the menu is
sampled.
Bottom line - one of the best. There are some adventurous things that aren't on the menu but if you
can live without them (which I can) then Valery is a 10 out of 10.
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